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Abst rac t 

The detailed spatial variation of the electronic scattering states in open and unconfined mesoscopic 
systems is of interest in both the asymptotic far-field regime and the near-field regime in the vicin
ity of the scattering potential. We are interested in solving the multidimensional effective mass 
Schrodinger equation for the scattering states which are compatible with the outward Sommerfeld 
radiation condition. We present our findings in a comparison of two numerical solution meth
ods which implement non-reflecting boundary conditions on an artificial boundary enclosing the 
multidimensional problem domain and are compatible with standard finite element techniques. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is of interest to study the near-field scattering states in open-boundary multidimensional 
ballistic structures. The importance of these scattering states is demonstrated in recent scanning 
tunneling microscope experiments on metals which support a 2DEG by surface state confinement 
[1,2]. The interference behavior near point scatterers and step edges is directly related to the two-
dimensional local density of states of the electronic scattering system. It has also been pointed 
out [3] that local field effects in mesoscopic scattering systems are closely related to the electronic 
scattering states, which have been previously studied for Q1D ballistic structures [4] in the near 
field regime. To this end, we present a comparison of two numerical methods which implement 
non-reflecting boundary conditions which are compatible with the outward Sommerfeld radiation 
condition to solve the single-electron effective-mass Schrodinger equation. 

II. SOLUTION METHOD 

Two methods for implementing non-reflecting boundary conditions (NRBC) on an artificial 
boundary are presented. The first is an exact method which uses the known far-field solution 
for the asymptotic scattering state by matching the known partial-wave expansion to the near-field 
solution on the artificial domain boundary, and likewise matching the boundary normal derivatives. 
The Schrodinger equation is integrated by parts with the boundary normal derivatives inserted into 
the surface term which results in a non-local densely coupled boundary. The second NRBC method 
is an approximate boundary condition formulated from the application of operators which are, by 
construction, compatible with the outward Sommerfeld radiation condition in the far-field regime. 
The boundary condition is again inserted into the surface integral term but results in only a local 
tridiagonally coupled boundary. The model system is presented followed by a brief synopsis of both 
the non-local exact NRBC and the local approximate NRBC. 

*This work has been supported by the Office of Naval Research and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. 
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1. Mode l Sys tem 

We seek explicit solutions to the multidimensional single-electron effective-mass Schrodinger 
equation, 

4- i 

m 
Vfe(r) + V(r)tfB(r) = E1>B(T). (1) 

A two dimensional domain will be assumed for simplicity, although the method is easily generalized 
to three dimensional geometries. As shown schematically in Fig. 1, the scattering domain has an 
artificial boundary at a radius RQ from the center of the scattering potential which encloses the 
solution domain, Q.Q- The potential is assumed con
stant outside the artificial domain boundary in the 
region labeled Oj, and is taken as the zero ref
erence. As indicated in the figure, an electronic 
flux, injected by some outside source, is incident 
upon the mesoscopic scattering region, Q0. It will 
be assumed that the wave-function for the incident 
flux can be described by a plane wave of the form 
i/)inc = aexp[ik • r], where k = |k| = y2m'E/h2. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the solution 
domain enclosing the scattering potential. 

2. Non-Reflecting Boundary Conditions 
In this section a brief synopsis of the exact non-reflecting boundary condition for the solution 

of Eq. 1 will be presented and the reader is referred to the recent publication [5] by two of the 
authors for a detailed derivation. The formulation begins with the partial wave expansion of the 
known far-field solution to Eq. 1, 

tf(r>J2o,0) = lfe + ^scatt = ae t k ' r + £ imbmH^(kr)t 
imO 

(2) 

where a is the amplitude of the incident plane wave, H$ is the Hankel function for the outgoing 
scattered wave with unknown amplitude bm. The unknown coefficients, bm in Eq. 2 may be elim
inated through the use of the orthogonality of the angular modes. The known far-field solution is 
used to obtain the exact normal derivatives of the scattering state on the boundary. The integration 
by parts of Eq. 1 results in the surface integral term into which this boundary condition is inserted. 
The resulting formulation using the finite element approximation tp « £ . fam, where u- is the ith 

shape-function, recast into matrix notation has the form of the linear system 

[T + V + C ] ^ = p , ( 3 ) 

where Ttj = f- fQo V m - ^ V t y dO. and Vtj = JQo u{ [V - E] Uj dtt are the kinetic and potential en

ergy matrix element, respectively, CtJ- = — \ fQ * «j,r;^r 

Jme] 
*E~ 

J R0dO is the matrix element which results from the boundary integral, and the right-hand-side 

vector p,- = f t « . T £ [«* ££=-<x> ** ( < 4 ( ^ o ) - Jm(kRQ)S^i^^ e , w l ^ c o n t a i n s t h e 

incident plane wave contribution. The embedded integral around'the boundary in C is inherently 

non-local and results in a numerical formulation whose discretized boundary is densely coupled. 
The approximate non-reflecting boundary condition is based on the method of Bayliss and 

coworkers [6]. In solving Eq. 1 for the scattering states, a constraint on the artificial boundary is 
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imposed which restricts the solutions to the class of wave-functions which are compatible with the 
outward Sommerfeld radiation condition. The boundary constraint is exact in the limit of iZ0 —• oo 
and has a radially decaying truncation error on the artificial boundary. 

In the two-dimensional case, the scattered part of the wave-function may be expanded in the 
form ipscatt « etkr Yi,%o /i(^)/(^ r)"?+5 '- A set of linear operators, Bm, compatible with the outgoing 
Sommerfeld radiation condition are constructed such that on the artificial boundary each mth higher 

order term is eliminated when Bm operates on the far-field expansion, Bmtl)scau\r = O ( R0
 2 ). 

The set of operators are therefore defined as BQ = 1, Bm = (dr — ik + am/r)Bm-i, where am is a 
constant chosen to eliminate the mth term of the expansion. In the two-dimensional case, the first 
two non-trivial operators are given by: 

Bx =(dr-ik+±) • B1ipscatt\r = 0(R~5/2) (4.a) 

B2 =(dr-ik+£)Bi ; B2^sc«tt\r = 0(Rf/2). (4.b) 

Expanding B2ifiscatt\r and implicitly using the original Schrodinger equation, | ^ f = — ;•§£ -
pr-g^ — k2t/}, the result of operating with B2 on ip may be rearranged to obtain the boundary nor
mal derivative of the wave-function: §* | r = {afOTJ [B2^inc + ^ f i r - ^ + ^ ^ + 2fc2^] } p . 
Similar to the derivation of the exact non-local NRBC, this boundary normal derivative may be 
used in the surface term resulting from the integration by parts of Eq. 1. Within the finite el
ement method, the linear system given by Eq. 3 is again obtained, where now the boundary 
terms are given by Cy = £r&f** &\r&\rd9 + ^ ( 1 7 - £ - 2 7 ) / ^ t ^ - ^ and p,- = 

2 & {"7 ft Ui(cos0 - l)2$incde + f/o * Ui(cos6 - l)i>incd6 + 17 ft mil)incde} , where $inc is the in
cident wave, 7 = 2 f f 5 £ o , f = 2(i-ikRo)» a n d ^ = 4 2(i-Lflo)- U n l i k e t h e e x a c t NRBC method, 
this formulation does not contain any embedded integral terms in C and results in a numerical 
formulation whose discretized boundary is only tridiagonally coupled. This local NRBC, however, 
has an approximation error due to the neglected terms of the far-field expansion. This error may be 
made less than the inherent discretization error in the domain by using a sufficiently large radius. 

III. P E R F O R M A N C E 

The approximation error of the local NRBC method is expected to improve with increasing ra
dius and approach the exact solution compatible with the outward sommerfeld radiation condition. 
To compare the two algorithms, it is necessary to fix the discretization error of both the interior 
domain and the artificial boundary. To this end, a series of regular concentric circular meshes of in
creasing radius were generated such that the discretization error was held constant by keeping both 
khr and khe equal between grids. The number of nodes was therefore increased with increasing 
domain radius while keeping the wavevector, &, constant. For the non-local NRBC computations, 
the infinite sums in the boundary condition were truncated to 40 terms and the linear system, Eq. 
3, was solved to obtain the "exact" scattering states. Likewise, the local NRBC was implemented 
on the same set of problem domains, using the B2 operator, and the system was solved for the 
"approximate" solutions. The reflection coefficients, 6m, were obtained from the "exact" solutions 
and Eq. 2 by integrating around the boundary using the orthogonality of the angular modes. The 
approximation error of the local NRBC method is determined from Bmw = Bm(if)scaU - v), where 
t; is the approximate solution computed by enforcing Bmv = 0 on the boundary and ipSCatt is the 
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"exact" formulation of the scattered wave in Eq. 2 using the numerically computed bm coefficients. 
Plotted in Fig. 2 is the norm of the computed error of the local NRBC, normalized for the number 
of nodes on the boundary, for both the 
Bi (circles) and B2 (triangles) oper
ators as a function of increasing do
main radius. Each point was obtained 
from solutions computed using differ
ent grids with increasing domain ra
dius. Also shown are the computed 
fits for the next four higher order 
terms from Eq. 4.a, y = Ci(kR0)~

5/2-\-
c2(kRo)-7/2 + -. . , and Eq. 4.b, 
y = d^kRo)-*'2 + d2(kR0)-

11'2 + ..., 
which are neglected by the B\ and B2 

local NRBC approximations, respec
tively. The local approximation error 
also improves with increasing wavevector, k, [6] so one may expect better results with higher energy. 
These results demonstrate that the two NRBC methods approach the same solution at larger radii, 
neglecting any difference in the discretization error on the boundary. For the non-local method, 
the accuracy of the embedded boundary integral is sensitive to the number of boundary nodes. 
For solutions far from the scattering potential, where a large number of nodes must be placed on 
the boundary, the efficiency of the local NRBC makes it superior to the densely coupled non-local 
"exact" method. If a given 2-D mesh has N nodes and an effective bandwidth /? = 0(y/W), then for 
the non-local NRBC method the storage requirement is 0(N/3) non-zero matrix entries as opposed 
to the tridiagonally coupled local NRBC O(N) requirement. The difference in storage will also be 
reflected in the execution time. For the non-local NRBC, the execution time is 0(N/32) for a direct 
solve and approximately 0(N/3) for an iterative solution. The local NRBC also has an execution 
time of 0(N2) for the direct solve, but the mulplicative constant is much lower. The time for an 
iterative solve is approximately 0(N log N), which is feasible for three-dimensional problems. 

Figure 2. Approximation error as a function of domain 
radius, RQ, for B\W (circles) and B2W (triangles). Also 

shown are the fits for the next few expansion terms. 

IV. S U M M A R Y 

Two methods for implementing non-reflecting boundary conditions (NRBC) which are compat
ible with the outward Sommerfeld radiation conditions were compared for the solution of the single 
electron effective-mass Schrodinger equation. The exact NRBC results in a non-locally coupled 
boundary condition whereas the approximate NRBC method is local. The approximation error 
of the local method, however, requires that the artificial boundary be placed sufficiently far from 
the scattering center that the neglected higher order terms in the approximation have decayed. 
The non-local NRBC method has greater accuracy for an artificial boundary placed closer to the 
scattering potential. The efficiency in both storage and execution time of the local NRBC over the 
non-local NRBC suggests that, for realistic 3-D problems, only the local NRBC method is feasible. 
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